Literature Oslo PhD-course 11-14 February

**Cathrine Holst:** “Sociology of Justice”

@Fraser, Nancy (1995) "From Redistribution to Recognition? Dilemmas of Justice in a 'Post-Socialist' Age", New Left Review 212 (July/August), 68-93.

@Fraser, Nancy (2009) "Feminism, Capitalism, and the Cunning of History", New Left Review 56, March-April, 97-117.

@Fraser, Nancy (2017) "A New Form of Capitalism? A Reply to Boltanski and Esquerre", New Left Review 106, July-August, 57-65.


**Anders Blok:** “From critical sociology to sociology of critique”

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/136843199002003010#articleCitationDownloadContainer

@Thévenot, Laurent (2014) "Voicing Concern and Difference: From Public Spaces to Common Places", European Journal of Cultural and Political Sociology 1(1): 7-34
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/23254823.2014.905749

http://openaccess.city.ac.uk/18957/1/7.%20CRO%20%28Accepted%20Version%29%20L%20Boltanski%20C%20A.%20Honneth%2C%20R.%20Celikates%20trans.%20Simon%20Susen%202014%20%E2%80%98SC%20or%20CT%E2%80%99.pdf

@Blok, Anders (2013) "Pragmatic sociology as political ecology: On the many worths of nature(s)", European Journal of Social Theory 16(4), 492-510.
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/1368431013479688

**Kristin Asdal:** “The material turn”


Anne-Jorunn Berg: "Material feminisms"


Bjørn Schiermer: “Neo-Durkheimianism”


Christian Borch: “Imitations, swarms and vira”


**Bjørn Schiermer:** "Bruno Latour beyond the actor/structure model"


**Ove Skarpenes:** "Sociology of scientific knowledge and French pragmatic theory: some commonalities"


